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A Smarter Planet

• Why should you care?

• Why is it relevant to you, today?



“Every human being, company, organisation, city, 
country, natural system and man-made system is 
becoming interconnected, instrumented and intelligent. 
This is leading to new savings and efficiency—but 
perhaps as important, new possibilities for progress.”

The world is 
smaller. Because it can.

Because it must.

Because we want it to.
The world is 
getting smarter.

The world is
flatter.

Something meaningful is happening… 
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Building a smarter planet

The reality of living in a globally integrated world is upon us.

 Frozen credit markets and limited access to capital.

 Economic downturn and future uncertainty.

 Energy shortfalls and volatile oil prices.

 Information explosion and risk/opportunity growth.

 Slowing superpowers and emerging economies.

 Increasingly complex supply chains and empowered consumers. 

The world is connected:
economically, socially and technically.
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The need for progress is clear.

85% idle
In distributed computing 
environments, up to 
85% of computing 
capacity sits idle.

Consumer product and retail 
industries lose about $40 
billion annually, or 3.5 percent 
of their sales, due to supply 
chain inefficiencies. 

33% of consumers notified 
of a security breach will 
terminate their relationship 
with the company they 
perceive as responsible.

33% 

40 billion

Explosion of information 
driving 54% growth in 
storage shipments 
every year. 

1.5x

70p per £1
70% on average is spent 
on maintaining current IT 
infrastructures versus 
adding new capabilities.

50% of of electricity is lost in 
the distribution process. 

50% 
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The opportunity for progress is clear.

1.5M new 
customers 
each month 

$75M annual 
operating cost 
savings 

Bharti Airtel:
Infrastructure integrates 
channel and customer facing 
processes - enabling a 
seamless customer 
experience, higher customer 
satisfaction - more profitable 
growth in the highly 
competitive mobile 
communications market
in India.  

DTE Energy Company: 
Projects US$75M in annual 
operating cost savings by 
undertaking a massive 
consolidation of business 
systems and standardization 
across all business units.  

CLS: 
In partnership with IBM, 
CLS created the world’s 
first and only global system for 
real-time simultaneous and 
irrevocable settlement of 
payment instructions and foreign 
exchange transactions, peaking 
at $5.4 trillion a day 
and growing.  

Handles over
50% of global 
trades
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Building a smarter planet

The opportunity for progress is clear.

Utility networks: Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
In the Smart Grid project, consumers decreased their 
overall peak load on the grid by 15% when offered the 
opportunity to save an average of 10% on their electricity 
bills.1 

10%
REDUCTION IN ENERGY COSTS

1 Sam Palmisano speech, November 12, 2008 8
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Building a smarter planet

The opportunity for progress is clear.

Traffic system: Stockholm, Sweden
The city cut traffic by 20%, lowered emissions by 12% and 
reported 40,000 additional daily users of public transportation.
1

20%
LESS TRAFFIC

1 Sam Palmisano speech, November 12, 2008 9
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Building a smarter planet

The opportunity for progress is clear.
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$30 million in cost savings 
Smarter healthcare: University Pittsburgh Medical Center
This renowned academic medical center projects a $30 million reduction in 
capital and operating cost reductions over eight years, enabling it to meet 
an ambitious clinical agenda
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Building a smarter planet

Managing asset information in silos across 
different divisions was increasing costs, 
hampering compliance reporting and 
complicating efforts to improve service.

July, 2008

 Significantly improved technician productivity

 Accelerated resolution of repairs

 Helped reduce IT costs

 Increased revenue through accurate charge-back 
information

 Enhanced security efforts and streamlined 
compliance reporting

 Complete control over job steps

 Reduced rollout cost

Smarter asset management

“By unifying the management 
of all our IT and operational 
assets, we can maintain an 
industry leadership position 
and improve quality of service 
for travelers. IBM asset 
management has also helped 
us realize a higher percentage 
of recoverable fees and 
directly improve revenue as a 
result.”

Business Challenge

Smart Business Benefits: 
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Integration capabilities:
• Visibility needed to manage 

business and IT assets from 
single platform

• Asset management integrated 
with discovery
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Building a smarter planet

The way the world works is changing—and leaders must lead 
through the unknown. 

Increase in the gap between
leaders’ need for change and
their ability to manage it.

8 in 10
CEOs anticipate turbulent
change and bold moves.

3x

12 Source: 2008 IBM CEO Study
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Building a smarter planet

Our world is becoming 

INSTRUMENTED

Our world is becoming 

INTERCONNECTED

Virtually all things, processes and ways
of working are becoming 

INTELLIGENT
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Building a smarter planet

1 Sam Palmisano speech, November 12, 2008 

INSTRUMENTED

We now have the ability to measure, sense
and see the exact condition of everything.

 Today, there are 1 billion transistors for each person 
on the planet.1

 By 2010, 30 billion RFID tags will be embedded into 
our world and across entire ecosystems.1

Everything will become instrumented: 
supply chains, healthcare networks,
cities and even natural systems like rivers.
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Building a smarter planet

1 Sam Palmisano speech, November 12, 2008 

INTERCONNECTED

People, systems and objects can 
communicate and interact with each 
other in entirely new ways.

 The internet of people is 1 billion strong. Almost 
one third of the world’s population will be on the 
web by 2011.1

 There will be nearly 4 billion mobile phone 
subscribers worldwide by the end of 2008.1

The Internet of things—cars, 
appliances, cameras, roadways, 
pipeline, pharmaceuticals and even 
livestock—is headed to 1 trillion.
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Building a smarter planet

1 New Intelligence White Paper from ThinkForward website 

INTELLIGENT

We can respond to changes quickly and 
accurately, and get better results by 
predicting and optimizing for future events.

 Every day, 15 petabytes of new information are being
generated. This is 8x more than the information in
all U.S. libraries.1

 An average company with 1,000 employees 
spends $5.3 million a year to find information 
stored on its servers.1

New computing models manage the 
massive amounts of data generated by 
the proliferation of end-user devices, 
sensors, and actuators. Combined with 
advanced analytics, these technologies 
are making us smarter.
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Building a smarter planet

A smarter planet holds enormous 
promise for progress. 
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Building a smarter planet

Smart
Work

Green & 
Beyond 

New 
Intelligence

How can I work 
smarter supported 

by flexible and 
dynamic  

processes 
modeled for the 
new way people 

live & work.

How can we take 
advantage of the 

wealth of 
information 

available in real 
time from a 
multitude of 

sources to make 
more intelligent 

choices?

How do we align 
our goals & 

behaviors with 
our new 

responsibilities to 
so care for our 
planet and its 

people.

“Data is exploding 
and it’s in silos”

“New business & 
process demands ”

“Our resources 
are limited”

I Need Insight
I Need to 

Work Smart
I Need 

Efficiency

Dynamic 
Infrastructure

How do I create an 
infrastructure that 

drives down cost, is 
intelligent and 

secure, and is just 
as dynamic as 

today’s business 
climate ?

“My infrastructure is 
inflexible and costly”

I need to 
respond quickly

For us to seize the opportunities of this new world, 
we must consider four critical drivers. 
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Dynamic Infrastructure: Addressing today’s challenges and 
tomorrow’s opportunities.

Not only ensuring high availability 
and quality of existing services, but 
also meeting customer expectations 

for real-time, dynamic access to 
innovative new services. 

Not just containing operational cost 
and complexity, but achieving 

breakthrough productivity gains 
through virtualisation, optimisation, 
energy stewardship, and flexible 

sourcing. 

REDUCE COST

IMPROVE SERVICE

MANAGE RISK

Not only addressing today’s 
security, resiliency, and 

compliance challenges, but 
also preparing for the new 
risks posed by an even 

more connected and 
collaborative world.  

Dynamic 
Infrastructure
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Building a smarter planet

Dynamic Infrastructure: 
A smarter planet enables organizations to solve the problem 
before the problem. 

British banks: Utilize real-time data analytics of 
complex financial models to help understand and 
manage their exposure to risk.

River and Estuary Observatory Network: Will create 
the first technology-based real-time environmental 
monitoring and forecasting network to guide better 
policy, management and education for the Hudson 
River and estuaries worldwide.

IBM Fire Program Analysis: Uses unique mathematical 
algorithms to determine where wildfires will likely occur, 
and helps optimize government funds and resources for 
battling those fires.

Bank of Montreal: Created a synchronized secondary 
data center 100 kilometers from its primary facility to 
meet government regulations and ensure the safety 
and availability of data in the event of a disaster.

20
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In this smarter world, we need our infrastructure to propel us 
forward, not hold us back.

Infrastructure that enables Visibility, Control, and Automation ...

... across all business and IT assets, ...

... instrumented, interconnected and intelligent. 

I

We need a dynamic infrastructure.

Facilities Facilities 
InfrastructureInfrastructure

ProductionProduction
InfrastructureInfrastructure

MobilityMobility
InfrastructureInfrastructure

TechnologyTechnology
InfrastructureInfrastructure

Communications Communications 
InfrastructureInfrastructure

+ + + +

...supporting converged management,
 to deliver smarter business outcomes.
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Dynamic Infrastructure
Smart is: Improving Service

SMART IS
Increasing utilisation of critical business 
assets while maximising ROI.

BP Angola: Improves production efficiency 
through improved uptime, improves employee and 
environmental safety, to position BP for maximum 
efficiency and safety; shorter time to investment 
recovery.

SMART IS
Winning industry recognition for 
excellent service.

SKY: Network and service assurance solution 
monitoring 1000s of network devices and 
application services at over 1,200 exchanges, 
24x7 availability to more than 1.6 million 
broadband customers.  
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Dynamic Infrastructure
Smart is: Reducing Cost

SMART IS
95% reduction in cost per transaction.

Bank of Russia: Improvements in operations 
and energy efficiency are saving approximately 
$400 million per year and allows dynamic 
response to business needs since operational 
workload for technical staff has been reduced 
by 85%.

SMART IS
Reducing operating costs by reducing physical 
servers up to 70%.

University of Pittsburgh Medical Center: 
Reduces capital and operating costs by up to 
$30M, improves energy efficiency by reducing 
floor space 40% and physical servers 67%.
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Dynamic Infrastructure
Smart is: Managing Risk

SMART IS
Connecting to the world securely with 
100% availability.

SMART IS
Protecting your customer... and your brand 
with no loss of data.

Australian Open: Securely, resiliently provides 
scalable resources 100x normal scalability, real-
time analysis and prevention of attacks and 
achieves 23% reduction in energy consumption, 
with 100% website availability.

Bank of Montreal: Providing a recovery point 
of zero and a recovery time of 2 hours helps 
reduce operational risk, increase client trust, 
improve availability, and meet stringent 
regulatory compliance requirements.
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Building a dynamic infrastructure..
...requires a integrate and holistic approach.

Service Management

Asset Management

Virtualisation

Energy Efficiency

Business Resiliency

Security

Information Infrastructure

Provide visibility, control and automation across 
all the business and IT assets to deliver higher 
value services.

Maximizing the value of critical business and 
IT assets over their lifecycle with industry 
tailored asset management solutions. 

Leadership virtualisation and consolidation 
solutions that reduce cost, improve asset 
utilisation, and speed provisioning of new 
services.

Address energy, environment, and 
sustainability challenges and opportunities 
across your business and IT infrastructure.

Maintaining continuous business and IT 
operations while rapidly adapting and 
responding to risks and opportunities.

End to end industry customized governance, 
risk management and compliance solutions.

Helping businesses achieve 
information compliance, availability, 
retention, and security objectives.

I have to store it: 

I want to store it: 

I can’t store it:  

COMPLIANCE

BUSINESS VALUE

BUDGET
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Building a smarter planet

A dynamic infrastructure is a journey… 

…these interrelated initiatives can provide the 

DNA needed to thrive in a smarter planet. 
26
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Building a smarter planet

IBM’s smarter 
planet vision

 

Four key initiatives

 

New 
Intelligence

Smart
Work

Dynamic 
Infrastructure

Green & 
Beyond 

The world has become flatter 
and smaller. Now it must 
become smarter. 

Dynamic 
Infrastructure

How do I create an 
infrastructure that drives 

down cost, is intelligent and 
secure, and is just as 

dynamic as today’s business 
climate ?
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Building a smarter planet

We’ve only just begun to
uncover what is possible on
a smarter planet.

The world will continue to become smaller, 
flatter and smarter. We are moving into the 
age of the globally integrated and intelligent 
economy, society and planet.

The question is, 
what will we do with it?

28
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Thank You...

Questions...?

tony.thuy@uk.ibm.com  -  07967 275 388
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